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ABSTRACT

Many important characteristics of simulation models
including queuing models, can be investigated by the u
of metamodels. Problems in qualitative analysis such 
analyzing model dynamics and coming to a carefu
understanding of model behavior can be dealt with th
way. Metamodels can provide precise results even f
quantitative analysis tasks, such as those involving t
movement of dynamic model elements. This pape
describes the use of a type of metamodeling to support 
assessment of simulation models based on the analysis
trace files produced at the time of model execution
Because of the simple structure of these trace files,
simulation model can create them easily. The analysis a
interpretation of trace files that is described here 
independent of the simulation language used to create 
original model.

The tools presented in this article can be used for the
purposes:

• to construct generic model structures at the metamod
level and then animate aspects of model behavior 
terms of these structures;

• to build a graphic display indicating which dynamic
model elements moved at which times between whic
points in the model, and in which real-time order in
cases of time ties;

• to determine when (and if) user-specified mode
conditions come about; and

• to develop statistical information that might not have
been planned for in the design of the original model.

Future plans call for making these tools available in 
World Wide Web environment to support assessment 
simulation models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most commercial simulation systems offer a limited set o
tools with which to analyze the structure and behavior 
simulation models (Banks 1996). The tools and metho
provided apply only to relatively simple, well-known
classes of dynamic processes, however. For periodic 
other nonstationary processes, other tools and methods
needed. Simulation software typically doesn’t suppo
automatic detection and reporting of these more compl
types of processes. Inexperienced modelers can ea
overlook the presence of such processes in their mod
and might therefore fail to analyze the behavior of the
models correctly. A modeler needs special analytic too
that support detailed examination of dynamic processes
such cases, as well as in more routine cases, to come 
better understanding of model behavior.

For example, consider subtle situations such as tho
described in Schriber and Brunner (1996; 1998), in which
event sequences depend on the design of the origi
modeling software (e.g., SIMAN vs. ProModel vs
GPSS/H) and cannot be easily predicted unless the mod
is an expert in the software being used. Such situations 
be analyzed in language-independent fashion with use
the tools presented in this paper.

More generally, the tools presented here can supp
model assessment on the part of an independent modeling
expert. Such an expert can play an important role i
verifying and validating simulation models (Arthur and
Nance 1996). Techniques suggested in the literature 
model verification are numerous (Sargent 1996) and f
non-experts can be daunting. For example, on
categorization of such techniques leads to 15 principles a
45 methods (Balci 1995). Other authors have also delv
into the subject (e.g., Law and Kelton 1991). Whe
assessing a model, a modeling expert has to justify t
choice of verification and validation methods an
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demonstrate correct implementation of the methods. 
expert must identify and understand the type of proc
being modeled and must be aware of any special aspe
the process as well.

Frantz (1995) has suggested seventeen technique
assessment of simulation models. Among these, only
so-called metamodeling technique is based 
experimental inspection of the original model. In Bart
(1994) and Caughlin (1997) the term metamodel is use
designate an algebraic model that relates output values
simulation model’s input factors. Huber (1996) h
extended classes of metamodels to include those bas
fuzzy graphs and neural networks. Models based on tr
file data are members of a new class of metamodels c
dynamic metamodels. Such algorithmic and executab
models are able to reconstruct an original model’s beha
through analysis of trace-file data (Tolujev 1997b).

The new class of metamodels introduced here
characterized by metamodels that are created automat
and empirically and are based on trace-file analysis. 
class is of a kind that addresses the dynamic aspec
simulations performed with the original model. T
methodology creates and then exercises the metam
Methods for complete identification of metamodels in t
class are yet to be developed.

2 THE STRUCTURE OF METAMODELS
DESIGNED FOR TRACE-FILE ANALYSIS

Queuing systems are frequently represented as taking
form of interactions among stations (static elements
forming the system layout) and transactions (the dynamic
elements that move from station to station). If this wor
view is adopted, information about events that change
position of transactions in a model is sufficient to supp
analysis of queuing system characteristics.

Figure 1: Display of a Metamodel Structure of a Typica
Queuing System

Only a small set of station classes and a description of 
interconnections are needed to determine the structu
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the type of metamodel discussed here. The set of sta
classes used to represent such metamodels consist
sources, sinks and nodes, as depicted for a specific case in
Figure 1.

An object of the class node models transaction delays.
Nodes represent elements of various complexities: seria
parallel channels, queues, storage points, and so on. Nodes
and sinks might have any number of input channels. Nodes
and sources, however, have only one exit. Sources an
sinks do not delay transactions during their creation 
destruction. If such delays take place, they are mode
with nodes.

The processing of a trace file requires that the fi
consist of records composed of these four fields: Field
(time), Field 2 (transaction ID), Field 3 (station ID), an
Field 4 (event type, e.g., input/output) . A correspondin
record must be created and written into the trace file ea
time a transaction reaches a measuring point when 
instrumented version of the original model is bein
executed. The instrumentation of the original model (th
is, the insertion of measuring points into it) can b
accomplished automatically by software, as described
Section 3.

The instant in simulated time at which a record 
created and written into the trace file is denoted 
tiin/out(Tr). Fields 1, 2, 3 and 4, as described above, have 
values t, Tr, i and in/out, respectively. If tiout(Tr) ≠ tjin(Tr)
for two neighboring components i and j, then so-called
connecting nodes are inserted into the metamodel.

The records in the trace file and possibilities fo
identifying structures depend on the positioning o
measuring points in the original model. Therefore all inp
and output channels are equipped with measuring poin
The identification step results in complete reconstruction
the original model’s structure. It is obvious that onl
components that are represented by events in the trace
can be taken into account in the reconstruction process. 
example, node 2 in Figure 1 does not come into play and
might be completely ignored if the input stream is not ve
intense and if transactions go to node 2 only when and
10 transactions are located at node 1.

3 TOOLS FOR ANALYZING MODELS OF
QUEUING SYSTEMS

The concepts sketched briefly in Section 2 have been m
operational through development of a multi-compone
tool set. This tool set consists of a Model Editor, a Tra
Editor, a Proof Generator, a Trace Parser, and a Tr
Viewer, as shown in Figure 2. With the exception of th
Model Editor, each of these components is independent
the simulation software used to develop the origin
simulation model (the model whose characteristics a
being analyzed). This cannot be true of the Model Edit
itself, however, for reasons explained below. As sugges
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in Figure 2, the Model Editor on which work to date ha
been based is specific to the use of GPSS/H (Crain 1997)
as the modeling language.

Figure 2:  The Roles Played by the Model Editor, Trace
Editor, Proof Generator, Trace Parser, and Trace Viewer

Model Assessment Via Trace-File Analysis

3.1 Model Editor

The role played by the Model Editor is to read the mod
whose characteristics are to be analyzed, and then crea
variation of this model that has been instrumented with t
measuring points needed to create a trace file. This role
shown at the top of Figure 2, where “Model GPSS 1” is t
original model, and “Model GPSS 2” is the instrumente
variation of it. A Model Editor must be able to deal wit
the syntax and semantics of the language used to create
original model, and so cannot be language independent.

The instrumented model is created by the Mod
Editor using the syntax of the original modeling languag
Another simulation is then performed with the
instrumented version of the model, producing a trace f
(“Trace File 1” in Figure 2).

Some of the particulars of building the Model Edito
specific to GPSS/H models are discussed in Section 4.

3.2 Trace Editor

The Trace Editor of Figure 2 reads the trace file produc
during the simulation (“Trace File 1”) and produces 
reformatted version of it (“Trace File 2”). The reformatte

Model Editor

GPSS/H™
Simulator

Trace Editor

Model GPSS 1

Trace File 2 LAY file ATF file(s)

Trace File 1

Model GPSS 2

Proof Generator

Proof
Animation™

Trace Parser Trace Viewer

“other”
Simulator
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version supports follow-on analysis performed by the Proo
Generator, whose role is discussed below.

The Trace Editor provides the possibility of choosing
among three levels of resolution in the metamodel:

• High Resolution Metamodel (encompasses the detail
of all possible model elements that are distinguishable
in a trace file)

• Middle Resolution Metamodel (encompasses source
and sinks, and complete paths and loops)

• Low Resolution Metamodel (encompasses sources an
sinks, but otherwise represents the remaining parts o
the original model as a single element)

3.3 Proof Generator

The Proof Generator of Figure 2 reads Trace File 2 an
creates a metamodel structure in a canonical form as 
basis for showing the animated movement of transaction
from node to node. This structure is stored in two types o
files: a LAY (“layout”) file; and one or more ATF
(“animation trace file”) files. These files, in turn, are inputs
to Proof AnimationTM (Henriksen 1997), which is
commercial animation software used to provide an
animation of the metamodel. A snapshot taken from such
an animation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Snapshot of an animation produced by use of the
metamodel

The animation can be viewed in either of two modes. Mode
A shows direct representation of the event order as store
in the trace file. Transactions change their positions in
steps at distinct points in simulated time, but possibly also
at identical times (when time-ties are involved).

In alternative Mode B, simulation time is shown on the
screen in terms of model time. Only one transaction is
moved at a time, even if two or more transactions move a
the same simulated time. Transactions move discretely an
5
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continuously to provide the user with an understanding 
the paths along which the movement is taking place

3.4 Trace Viewer

The Trace Viewer of Figure 2 inputs Trace File 2 an
produces a three-axis graphical representation of queui
system process dynamics, as shown in Figure 4. T
movement of transactions from node to node is sho
relative to time in the “transfers dimension.” Th
“transactions/node dimension” displays the transactio
that captured or are waiting at a node. Both windows a
modified synchronously because the time axes are equ
scaled. These time axes are shown in descending o
which clarifies the connection between both dimensions.

Figure 4: An Example of the Representation of Model
Dynamics Produced by the Trace Viewer

By changing the time scale, one can choose between
representation of single events or entire panoramas (le
of detail). The time interval axis offers the possibility of
changing the density of displayed events. The possibilit
for displaying and seeing a larger number of eleme
simultaneously are limited, because the metamodels con
of fewer elements than the original models from whic
they are extracted. Any subset of model components can
displayed for analysis via a corresponding selection 
component numbers. Individual transactions can 
selected to show their passage through the model. T
“transfer counts” (given in the matrix at the top of Figure
show the count of transitions between model componen
updated as of the displayed time.

3.5 Trace Parser

The Trace Parser of Figure 2 uses Trace File 2 a
“database” and conducts a statistical analysis of simulat
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data. Advanced search features are provided to help
identify statistical phenomena that are out of the ordinary.

Three types of statistics are produced by the Trace
Parser in standard format:

(1) The data is collected and calculated for all metamodel
elements and displayed as Component Statistics. The
display shows the following:
• number of incoming and outgoing transactions;
• current, average and maximum node contents; and
• the distribution of transaction delay times.

(2) Inter-Arrival Statistics are computed for each
connection between elements, including
• number of transfers;
• time of first and last transfer; and
• the distribution of the inter-transfer times.

(3) The stream of transactions originating at a source is
analyzed, source by source, and the results are
displayed as Transaction Statistics. These statistics
describe:
• element chains as complete paths (from source to
sink) or loops in the metamodel; and
• completion-time distributions for paths and loops.
The following examples are suggestive of the type of

information that the Trace Parser can extract from Trace
File 2:

Type 1. Find the simulated time or times when:
• a transaction leaves component a;
• the transaction count in node a equals m;
• a transaction enters node a and node b is unused.

Type 2. Find the simulated time intervals when:
• node a is unused;
• the transaction count in node a equals m;
• node a is used and node b is unused.

Type 3. Find the following user-specified output data:
• the number of transactions processed by  a;
• percent of the time that node a was in use;
• distribution of transaction delay time at node a.

The search function can be applied globally across the
entire simulation, or it can be applied locally to a specified
interval of simulated time. It is possible for a Type 3 search
to display the results in the form of time lines and
corresponding line diagrams. It is also possible to inspect
logically complicated situations in single-step mode and in
the form of an animation.
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 4 DESIGN OF THE MODEL EDITOR FOR
GPSS/H

 
Some of the details of the design of the Model Edi
specific to GPSS/H will now be sketched. As shown 
Figure 2, the Model Editor automatically instruments
GPSS/H model, generating new source code that will ca
out the simulation as originally specified, and that w
produce Trace File 1 of Figure 2 as well. The Model Edi
inserts measuring points in the original model after sour
code analysis. These points are located at the connec
between model components. An additional standard “tr
selector” (expressed in GPSS/H source code) is appen
to record the relevant data.

This automatic GPSS/H model modification is bas
on the following considerations used in design of t
Model Editor:

• Sources and sinks correspond to the GPSS
GENERATE, TERMINATE, SPLIT and ASSEMBLE
blocks.

• Nodes are determined by identifying:
• GPSS elements used to model equipment (Facili

and Storages);
• other potential points of delay for transactions (e.

refusal-mode TEST and GATE blocks).

The list of all GPSS/H block statements modified b
the Model Editor and the corresponding format used for 
modification are shown in Table 1. Note that two differe
formats are needed for the modification of ADVANC
blocks because each transaction passes the trace se
before and after a time delay at an ADVANCE block.

The Model Editor extends the data structure 
GPSS/H transactions by adding transaction parame
named BLOCKTYP, KOMPID, ASMCOPY, AADR1, and
AADR2. The subroutine “trace selector” is accessed by 
block names ATRA1, ATRA3 and BLOASM. The
identification of each GPSS/H equipment-modelin
component, as determined from format rules 3, 4 and 5
Table 2, is stored in the transaction parameter KOMP
The term b is used for the whole operand section 
GPSS/H blocks beginning with the B Operand.
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Table 1: GPSS/H Block Statements, With Their Block-
Type (BT) Codes and Modifica-tion Format Numbers

GPSS/H Block Statement
BT

Code
Modification
Format No.

 SEIZE
 PREEMPT
 ENTER
 QUEUE
 RELEASE
 RETURN
 LEAVE
 DEPART
 LINK
 GENERATE
 TERMINATE
 pre ADVANCE
 post ADVANCE
 TEST, GATE, GATHER, MATCH
 TRANSFER ALL, TRANSFER BOTH
 SPLIT
 ASSEMBLE

 11
 21
 31
 41
 12
 22
 32
 42
 51
 64
 71
 83
 82
 93
 103
 114
 121

3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4
3 or 4

5
1
2
2
1
2
2
6
 7

The BT Code of Table 1 is the code for block types used
some of the modification formats. The modificatio
formats themselves are given in Table 2, where column
(MF No.) repeats the Modification Format No. of Table 1
(Please contact the authors for further details.)

Table 2: The Model Editor Modification Formats

MF
No.

GPSS/H Text
Before

Modifications
GPSS/H Text

After Modifications

1 BLOCKNAME   a,b BLOCKNAME   a,b
ASSIGN   BLOCKTYP,BTcode,PH
TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA1,(AADR1)PH

2 BLOCKNAME   a,b ASSIGN   BLOCKTYP,BTcode,PH
TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA1,(AADR1)PH
BLOCKNAME   a,b

3 BLOCKNAME   a,b

a is a standard
symbol or
expression,
computing the
value of
PH(KOMPID).

ASSIGN   BLOCKTYP,BTcode,PH
ASSIGN   KOMPID,a,PH
BLOCKNAME   PH(KOMPID),b
TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA1,(AADR1)PH

4 BLOCKNAME   a,b

a is a standard
symbol, assigning a
constant value to
PH(KOMPID).

BLOCKNAME   a,b
ASSIGN   KOMPID,a,PH
ASSIGN   BLOCKTYP,BTcode,PH
TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA1,(AADR1)PH

5 LINK   a,b ASSIGN   BLOCKTYP,BTcode,PH
ASSIGN   KOMPID,a,PH
TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA1,(AADR1)PH
LINK   a,b

6 SPLIT   a,b TRANSFER   SBR,ATRA3,(AADR1)PH
SPLIT   a,b

7 ASSEMBLE   a ASSIGN   ASMCOPY,a,PH
TRANSFER
SBR,BLOASM,(AADR2)PH
ASSEMBLE   a
7
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5    AN EXAMPLE OF MODEL ASSESSMENT

Even very simple GPSS/H (and other) models of queu
systems might contain “secrets” that are difficult to explo
based on direct analysis of the model itself. Consi
Figure 5, which shows a routine GPSS/H model of a o
line, one-server system as a beginner might mode
Clients arrive at the service point and, if the server is i
state of capture, they go to the back of a user chain (a
composed of clients waiting their turn for service). Wh
the server finishes the ongoing service, the next wai
client is removed from the user chain with the intent
that it is to capture the server.

      GENERATE   10
      GATE FU    JOE,BJOE
      LINK       CLIENTS,FIFO
BJOE  SEIZE      JOE
      ADVANCE    20
      RELEASE    JOE
      UNLINK     CLIENTS,BJOE,1
      TERMINATE  1

Figure 5: Model of a One-Line, One-Server System

The builder of the deterministic Figure 5 model mig
think that the model implements a first-come, first-serv
service order. But does it? Are there times in this mo
when the service order is other than first-come, fir
served? Yes, there are such times (simulated time 3
such a time, as we show below), but it is not easy even
an experienced user of GPSS/H to reach this conclusio
direct inspection of the model itself, and witho
knowledge of the underlying algorithms followed b
GPSS/H. The conclusion is easily reached, however,
model assessment through trace-file analysis, as will 
be demonstrated.

The methodology outlined in Figure 2 was used
process the model of Figure 5, producing a metamo
composed of these numbered elements:

1 - Source GENERATE

2 - Facility JOE

3 - User chain CLIENTS

4 - Sink TERMINATE

The Trace Viewer was then used to produce the Fig
6 display of simulated events taking place early in 
simulation. Simulated time is shown on the vertical axis
Figure 6, and model-element numbers are shown on
“horizontal” axis. (Model-element number 1 correspon
to “Source GENERATE” as listed above, for exampl
Element-to-element transfers are represented in Figu
with lines that protrude from the “time-element” plan
span the distance between the two elements involved,
448
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then go back into the “time-element” plane in the form of
an arrowhead. For example, we see in Figure 6 that 
simulated time 10.0 (“10.0” is not shown on the time axis
to avoid clutter), there is a transfer from element 1 to
element 2. (This transfer takes place when a unit of traffi
enters the model at time 10.0 and captures the serv
without delay.) We also see in Figure 6 that at simulate
time 20.0, there is a transfer from element 1 to element 3
(This transfer takes place when a unit of traffic enters th
model at time 20.0 and goes onto the user chain to wait i
turn to use the server.)

When there are two or more transfers at a given
simulated time, the real-time order of the transfers is
represented in terms of how far the transfer line protrude
from the “time-element” plane. The further out a transfer
line protrudes, the later in real time the transfer occurs. A
time 30.0 in Figure 6, for example, we see that two
transfers take place: a transfer from element 1 to element 
and a transfer from element 2 to element 4. The transfe
from element 2 to element 4 takes place first, then th
transfer from element 1 to element 2 takes place. (Th
transfer line from element 2 to element 4 does not protrud
as far from the “time-element” plane as the transfer line
from element 1 to element 2.)

Figure 6: The Trace Viewer’s Visual Display of the First
Eight Transfers in a Simulation Performed With the Model

of Figure 5

The two transfers at time 30.0 in Figure 6 show an instanc
in which the Figure 5 model does not implement strict
first-come, first-served service order. First the transfe
from element 2 to element 4 takes place (the first user o
the server finishes with the server and terminates). The
the transfer from element 1 to element 2 takes place (th
third unit of traffic arrives and captures the server withou
delay). Although removed from the user chain with the
intention that it should capture the server, the second unit
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of traffic cannot make the capture, because the third unit
traffic has already done so. In effect, the third arrival “cu
into line” ahead of the second arrival, so service order 
not first-come, first-served in this case.

6 CONCLUSION

A class of metamodels that supports analysis of certa
aspects of queuing-system simulation models has be
introduced and described. Metamodels in this class a
constructed by using tools presented here. The
algorithmic and executable metamodels are able 
reconstruct a simulation model’s behavior through analys
of trace files. Except for the need to instrument the origin
simulation model by equipping it with measuring point
designed to produce a trace file, the tools provided a
general purpose (that is, independent of the language u
to build the simulation model originally). Analysis base
on the methodology introduced here supports mod
verification on the part of interested parties (e.g., not on
the builder of the model but also third parties who might b
charged with the responsibility of independent mod
verification).
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